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Abstract

Groote and the second author veri�ed �a version of� the Bakery Protocol in �CRL� Their process�algebraic

veri�cation is rather complex compared to the protocol� Now the question is� How do other veri�cation

techniques perform on this protocol� In this paper	 we present a new correctness proof by using I
O�automata

theory and discuss the relative merits of both approaches�
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�� Introduction

In this paper� we verify a particular version of the Bakery Protocol� for an arbitrary large
capacity max by means of I�O automata theory� The parameter max ranges over �positive�
integers and denotes the number of standing places in the bakery shop� The correctness
proof is developed and checked with the aid of the Larch Prover �GH�	
 which is a theorem
prover based on �rst�order logic� Our veri�cation method is semi�automatic in the sense
that the intelligent proof steps are provided by the user� This is to be contrasted with fully�
automatic ��nite�state� tools like CWB �CPS�	
� Auto �SV�
� Ald�ebaran �FKM�	
� SPIN
�Hol��
� COSPAN �KL�	
� etc� where the protocol can only be treated for a �xed capacity�
e�g� for the instance max � ���

The protocol derives its name from the well�known situation in a busy bakery shop where
customers pick a number at the ticket machine in order to guarantee that they are served in

�This name is used earlier by Lamport �Lam��� for another protocol�



�

a proper order� It is based on the old FIFO principal ��rst in� �rst out�� the customer who�s
ticket matches with the clock of the baker is served �rst� In fact� correctness is formulated
by stating that� after abstraction from the ticket machine and the clock� the Bakery Protocol
has the same external behaviour as a bounded FIFO queue�

Recently this well�known protocol has been used as a bench�mark for testing the suitability
of �CRL as a veri�cation method for distributed systems in �GK��
� This example is con�
sidered as an interesting case�study because the protocol is concurrent and crucially depends
on �in�nite� data parameters on which induction is applied� In this aspect the protocol is
more advanced than for instance the Alternating Bit Protocol which can be proven correct
without induction�

The protocol consists of four actions� ENTER �entering the bakery shop�� TICKET �pick�
ing a number from the ticket machine�� COUNTER �walking to the counter�desk� and OUT
�leaving the bakery�� The correctness criterion is that� after abstraction of the TICKET and
COUNTER actions� the Bakery Protocol has the same external behaviour as a FIFO queue�
For the �rst time a rigorous proof of this correctness criterion has been given in �GK��
 by
using �CRL �GP��� GP��
 which is an extended version of ACP �BW��
 with abstract data
types� This approach is called process algebraic as it is primarily based on equational rea�
soning� The �CRL proof is compact and precise� but rather advanced and technical for such
relatively simple protocol�

In this paper� we will verify the Bakery Protocol by using I�O automata theory �LT�
�
In this approach� correctness is proven by establishing a simulation relation between two
automata �transition graphs�� More concretely� here we will establish a bisimulation relation
between the automata representations of the Bakery Protocol and the FIFO queue�

One of the advantages of the approach followed here compared with �GK��
 is that the
veri�cation is rather intuitive and does not require advanced prescience� Another point
is that our veri�cation is easy to formalise and check by the Larch Prover �GH�	
� To
our knowledge� this is the �rst time that the Bakery Protocol has been proof�checked� We
expect that computer checking the �CRL proof would require signi�cantly more e�ort� The
veri�cation model used in this paper has also several disadvantages and we shall discuss the
pros and cons of both the �CRL approach and the one followed here�

As a �nal point we mention that we came up with two di�erent proofs for the Bakery
Protocol in the I�O�automata model� One of the two appears to be far more elegant and
signi�cantly shorter �about half the size� than the other� There are no well�known heuristics
indicating which proof strategies lead to the best proofs� The lesson we learned is that it
is very important to choose the most appropriate simulation �bisimulation� relation before
starting the whole veri�cation� Otherwise� the veri�cation may become unnecessary involved�

The paper is organised as follows� In the next section� we give a formal speci�cation of
the protocol �Bak�� Then� in Section 	� we de�ne its intended behaviour �P �� Correctness is
proved by establishing a bisimulation relation between Bak and P in Section �� In Section
� we provide an alternative correctness proof and discuss the di�erences with the one given
in Section �� The checking of our proofs using the Larch Prover is discussed in Section ��
In Section �� we draw the conclusions of our work� in particular we compare our veri�cation
with the one given in �GK��
� The model in which our veri�cation takes place is given in




� Speci�cation of the protocol �

Appendix A� Finally� in Appendix B the Larch formalization of the protocol is listed�

�� Specification of the protocol

Data types play an important role in the speci�cation of the Bakery Protocol� Therefore�
we start with a description of the various data types that are used� The data types listed
below can be found in �GH�	
� They can also be found in the library which is included in
the distribution packet of the Larch tools�

��� Data
We assume a typed signature � and a ��algebraA which consists of the following components�

� a type Bool of booleans with constant symbols true and false� and a standard repertoire
of function symbols ��� �� ����� all with the standard interpretation over the booleans�
Also� we require� for all types S in �� an equality� inequality� and if�then�else function
symbol� with the usual interpretation�

� � � � S�S� Bool

� �� � � S�S� Bool

if � then � else � � Bool�S�S� S

Note the �harmless� overloading of the constants and function symbols of type Bool
with the propositional connectives used in formulas� We will frequently view boolean
valued expressions as formulas� i�e�� we use b as an abbreviation of b � true�

� a type Int of integers� with a standard repertoire of function symbols �� 	� 
� � � �� We
also need the constant max which denotes the maximal number of standing places in the
Bakery Protocol� We assume that max � �� In fact the natural numbers would su�ce
here but we still use Int because this data type is included in the Larch Library �GH�	
�
In the proof it is sometimes convenient to interpret booleans as integers� Therefore we
will use the conversion function i � Bool � Int with i�true� � � and i�false� � �� For
readability we omit the symbol i in expressions�

� a type Data of customers who enter the bakery shop�

� a type Pair in order to attach a number to a customer� with a function symbol �� � �
 �
Data�Int � Pair for constructing pairs of customers and integers in the usual way�
We write p�datum for the �rst component and p�index for the second component of a
pair p�

� a type Bag of �nite multisets over the domain of Pair� with a constant symbol ��
denoting the empty multiset� a function symbol f�g � Pair � Bag for the operation
which assigns to a pair the corresponding singleton multiset and a function symbol
� � Bag�Bag � Bag for the union of multisets� Beside these constructors we have
the function symbols delete � Pair�Bag � Bag� �� Pair�Bag � Bool� and size �
Bag � Int� delete deletes an element from a multiset� Note that in multisets just
one copy of an element is removed in case there are duplicates� Furthermore� � tests
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Figure �� The Bakery Protocol�

whether or not an element occurs one or more times in a multiset� and size returns the
number of elements �including duplicates� that are in a multiset�

� a type Queue of �nite queues over the domain of Data� with a constant symbol ��
denoting the empty queue� and a function symbol append � Data�Queue � Queue�
denoting the operation of pre�xing a queue with a data element� Besides these con�
structors� there are function symbols head � Queue� Data� tail � Queue � Queue�
and len � Queue� Int� The function head takes the element that was appended to the
queue at �rst� tail returns the remainder of a queue after removal of the head element
and len returns the length of the queue�

��� Protocol speci�cation

We specify the Bakery Protocol �see Figure �� in terms of three components�

External ENTER� TICKET
State Variables datum � Data� full � Bool� count � Int
Initialization full � false � count � �

ENTER�d � Data�
Precondition

full � false

E�ect

datum �� d

full �� true

TICKET �p � Pair�
Precondition

p � 	datum � count 
 � full � true

E�ect

full �� false

count �� count � �

Figure �� Automaton I�

The ticket machine Automaton I �in�sequencer� given in Figure � models the behaviour of
the ticket machine� A customer� represented by the variable d� entering the bakery shop
is modelled by the action ENTER�d�� The state variable full indicates whether �or not�
the ticket machine is already occupied� If this is the case� the variable datum represents
the customer who is standing at the ticket machine� By the action TICKET ��d� i
�




� Speci�cation of the protocol �

customer d actually picks a number i and the counter is incremented by one� Initially�
the value of the counter is set to zero and nobody is standing at the ticket machine�

The shop The standing places of the bakery are modelled by automaton B �bag� given in
Figure 	� The customers in the shop are modelled by the variable bag which denotes
a multiset� i�e� a set that may contain duplicates� In contrast with a Queue� the data
type Bag does not impose an ordering on the elements� This is exactly the essence of
the protocol� customers are not tight to a �xed position but are free to stand wherever
they want� A customer with a ticket� represented by the pair p� walking into the shop
is modelled by the action TICKET �p�� By the action COUNTER�p� he arrives at the
counter�desk� Note that the function delete only removes one element from the bag in
case there are duplicates�

External TICKET� COUNTER
State Variables bag � Bag
Initialization bag � �

TICKET �p � Pair�
Precondition

size�bag� � max

E�ect

bag �� fpg � bag

COUNTER�p � Pair�
Precondition

p � bag
E�ect

bag �� delete�p� bag�

Figure 	� Automaton B�

The counter desk Automaton O �out�sequencer� given in Figure � models the counter desk
which is equipped with a clock�

External COUNTER� OUT
State Variables datum � Data� full � Bool� count � Int
Initialization full � false � count � �

COUNTER�p � Pair�
Precondition

full � false �
count � p�index

E�ect

full �� true

datum �� p�datum

OUT �d � Data�
Precondition

full � true � datum � d

E�ect

full �� false

count �� count � �

Figure �� Automaton O�

When the boolean variable full is true than the variable datum gives the customer that
is served� Otherwise� there is nobody at the counter�desk� The action COUNTER�p�
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expresses that the customer given by p�datum is selected to be served next� This is the
case when his number p�index is equal to the value of the clock� which is represented by
variable count � After being served� he leaves the shop by the action OUT �p�datum�� In
the mean time� the counter of the clock is incremented by one� Analogous to the ticket
machine� the clock starts counting from zero�

The full protocol Bak is de�ned as the parallel composition of automata I� B� and O� with
communication between these components hidden�

Bak
�
� HIDE H IN �IkBkO�

where H
�
� fTICKET �p��COUNTER�p� j p in domain Pairg� The fact that a customer�

after picking a number at the ticket machine� directly enters the shop �represented by the
variable bag� is modelled by synchronizing on the TICKET actions of automata I and B� And
synchronization on the COUNTER actions of automata B and O expresses that a customer
who�s number matches the value of the clock immediately reaches the counter�desk� Declaring
these actions to be internal can be interpreted as standing outside the bakery such that one
can only observe customers entering and leaving the shop�

�� Correctness criterion

The Bakery Protocol is supposed to work as a bounded queue with a maximal length of
max��� there can be max customers waiting for their turn� but there can also be a customer
busy obtaining a number at the ticket machine and another customer can already have been
selected to be served at the counter�

The behaviour of a queue of capacity max� � is speci�ed by automaton P in Figure �� In
the next section� we prove that Bak and P are bisimilar� i�e� have the same behaviour� Two
automata A and B are bisimilar if� starting from the root� they can mimic their external
actions in every following state as follows� When A can do an external action a� B can also
perform an action a� possibly preceded and followed by internal actions� and vice versa� A
formal de�nition can be found in Appendix A�

External ENTER� OUT
State Variables queue � Queue
Initialization queue � �

ENTER�d � Data�
Precondition

len�queue� � max� 
E�ect

queue �� append�d� queue�

OUT �d � Data�
Precondition

d � head�queue� �
queue �� �

E�ect

queue �� tail�queue�

Figure �� Automaton P �



�� The correctness proof �

�� The correctness proof

In order to establish a bisimulation between Bak and P we must �rst gain insight into what
are the reachable states of Bak � A well�known technique is to �nd a suitable number of
invariants of the protocol� i�e� properties that are valid for all reachable states� It turned out
that two simple invariants� which are given below� are su�cient�

Both invariants are proved in LP by induction on the length of the executions to the
reachable states� De�nitions of the notions execution and reachable can be found in Appendix
A� As an illustration we have included the full proof of the invariant INV � �Lemma ��� In
order to distinguish between the state variables of di�erent components of Bak � we pre�x
each state variable by the name of the component it originates from� The following invariant
states that the capacity of the bakery shop is never exceeded� Lemma For all reachable
states of Bak the following property INV � holds�

size�B�bag� 
 max

The invariant INV � below says that the value of the ticket machine is equal to the value of
the clock plus the number of customers that are in the shop �including the person that is
served at the counter�desk��

Lemma For all reachable states of Bak the following property INV � holds�

I�count � size�B�bag� �O�count �O�full

Proof Let s� be a reachable state of Bak � By induction on the length n of the shortest
execution of Bak that ends in s�� we prove s� j� INV �� If n � � then s� is a start state� Hence
s� j� I�count � � � size�B�bag� � � �O�count � � � �O�full� which implies s� j� INV ��

For the induction step� suppose that s� is reachable via an execution with length n � ��
Then there exists a state s that is reachable via an execution of length n and s a	� s�� for
some action a� By the induction hypothesis we have s j� INV �� We prove s� j� INV � by
case distinction on a�

� Assume a � ENTER�d�� Then s� j� INV � trivially follows from s j� INV � and the
observation that a does not change any of the state variables mentioned in INV ��

� Assume a � TICKET �p�
�� s j� I�count � size�B�bag� �O�count�O�full �by i�h��
�� s j� succ�I�count� � size�B�bag � p� �O�count�O�full �by ��
	� s� j� I�count � B�bag �O�count�O�full �by � and e�ect�
�� s� j� INV � �by 	�

� Assume a � COUNTER�p�
�� s j� I�count � size�B�bag� �O�count �by pre� and i�h��
�� s j� I�count � size�delete�p�B�bag�� �O�count� � �by � and p � bag�
	� s� j� I�count � size�B�bag� �O�count�O�full �by � and e�ect�
�� s� j� INV � �by 	�
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� Assume a � OUT �d�
�� s j� I�count � size�B�bag� �O�count� � �by pre� and i�h��
�� s j� I�count � size�B�bag� � succ�O�count� �by ��
	� s� j� I�count � size�B�bag� �O�count�O�full �by � and e�ect�
�� s� j� INV � �by 	�

These two simple invariants are needed for establishing a bisimulation between Bak and
P � Before embarking on the main theorem� we introduce the auxiliary function symbol
number � Queue�Int� Bag� Given a queue q and a number i� number attaches consecutive
numbers to elements of q counting from i downwards and puts them in a bag� This function
is completely characterised by the following two axioms�

number��� i� � �

number�append�d� q�� i� � f�d� i
g � number�q� i	 ��

Theorem The relation BISIM de�ned by the following formula is a �weak	 bisimulation
between Bak and P �

�if I�full then f�I�datum � I�count 
g else �� � B�bag �
�if O�full then f�O�datum � O�count 
g else ��

�
number�queue� I�count 	 � � I�full�

This theorem is proved by using the two invariants given above� At the end of this section
�Lemma �� we present a part of the hand�written proof as an illustration� There one can
see why for instance invariant INV � is actually needed� In Section � we report on the
formalisation of the proof in the Larch Prover�

The intuition behind the relation BISIM given above is simple� It directly expresses that
the customers in the bakery shop act as if they were placed in a FIFO queue on the basis of
their number�

Corollary Bak  P � Proof Immediate by Theorem � and the de�nition of bisimu�
lation  � Corollary � says that Bak and P are bisimilar� i�e� �have the same behaviour��
see Appendix A� In other words� every external action � possibly preceded or followed by
internal actions � performed by Bak can be mimicked by P and vice versa�

Next we will give a fragment of the proof that BISIM is indeed a bisimulation� Here the
manual proof is presented and in Section � the LP version is presented� The proof fragment
is the lemma stating that if two states are bisimilar and both systems do an OUT action the
new states are bisimilar again�

Lemma For all reachable states s in Bak and u in P we have that�

�s� u� � BISIM � s
OUT�d�
	� s� � u

OUT�d�
	� u� � �s�� u�� � BISIM�



� Proving the same using a more general bisimulation 	

Proof Assume that the left�hand side of the implication holds� Then we prove that �s�� u�� �
BISIM as follows�

�� s�O�full �by precondition of OUT �
�� �if s�I�full then �I�datum� I�count
 else �� � s�B�bag � �s�O�datum� s�O�count


� number�u�queue� s�I�count 	 � � s�I�full� �by BISIM and ��
	� s�I�count � size�s�B�bag� � s�O�count� � �by INV � and ��
�� Assume �s�I�full

��� s�B�bag � �s�O�datum� s�O�count
 � number�u�queue� s�I�count 	 ��
��� s�I�count	 � � size�s�B�bag� � s�O�count �by 	�
��	 number�tail�u�queue�� s�I�count 	 �� � s�B�bag �by ���� ��� and DnumU�
��� number�u��queue� s��I�count	 �� � s��B�bag �by e�ect and ��	�
��� �s��I�full � �s��O�full �by e�ect�
��� �s�� u�� � BISIM �by ��� and ����

�� Assume s�I�full� Analogous to the �s�I�full case�
�� Q�E�D� �by � and ��

In Step ��	 above� data identity DnumU is used�
number�q� i� size�b�� � b � f�d� i
g � head�q� � d � number�tail�q�� i � size�b�� � b�

Of course this identity is also checked in LP�

�� Proving the same using a more general bisimulation

In I�O�automata proofs �nding the right �bi�simulation and invariants is of course very
important� The length and readability of di�erent approaches can variate greatly� In this
section we report on an  old! bisimulation relation BISIM � that needed a proof more than
twice as long as BISIM � We tried to �nd out what caused the longer proof� to prevent us
making such mistake an other time� After presenting the old relation BISIM � we will explain
what is  wrong! with it� The relation BISIM � is determined by the following formula�

corr� �if I�full then f�I�datum � I�count 
g else �� � B�bag �
�if O�full then f�O�datum � O�count 
g else ��
� queue� � true

where the equation

corr�b� q� � if isEmpty�q� then isEmpty�b�
else if �toe�q��max i�b�
 � b

then corr�delete��toe�q��max i�b�
� b�� untoe�q��
else false

de�nes the function corr � Bag �Queue� Bool�

In the equation above� toe�q� denotes the last element that is appended to the queue
q� and max i�b� denotes the largest number that is attached to the customers in the bag b�
Furthermore� isEmpty�q� and isEmpty�b� stand for q � � and b � �� respectively� The function
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corr determines a crucial correspondence between being the customer with the highest number
in the bag b and being the customer who stands at the back of the queue q� In both situations
you are served last�

ThisBISIM � is larger than BISIM �BISIM � � BISIM� which means that the proof has
to be constructed by means of a weaker hypothesis� For instance BISIM � does not require
that the numbers in the bag are successive� And this is a crucial property of the protocol� the
out�sequencer takes the customers out in successive order� if a number is missing the Bakery
Protocol deadlocks�

Example Let s be a state of Bak satisfying s�I�count � 	� s�I�full � s�O�full � false and
s�B�bag � f�d�� �
� �d�� �
g� And let u be a state of P satisfying

u�queue � append�d�� append�d�� ����

Then �s� u� �� BISIM and �s� u� � BISIM �� The states s and u are not bisimilar because
P can do OUT�d��� OUT�d��� and Bak can not do any OUT �d� action after OUT�d��� But
BISIM � is still a valid bisimulation relation because s is not reachable� We used Lemma �
to prove that states like s are unreachable� it expresses that the ticket numbers are distributed
in a successive order� starting from I�count 	 � counting downwards�

Lemma For all reachable states of Bak the following property INV 	 holds�

I�count 	 size�B�bag� 
 i � I�count �� �d� �d� i
 � B�bag

The proof of this invariant is far more involved than the proofs of the two invariants needed
in the �nal proof� And note that this extra invariant is needed just because BISIM � relates
more non�bisimilar states than BISIM does�

An other di�erence is that the new de�nition does not use the toe� untoe and max i func�
tions� Also the corr function is not used but that is no real gain because we use the number

function instead� We think that in practice reducing the number of functions over data can
reduce the number of data lemmas�

The last advantage of the new BISIM is� that in our opinion� the number function is
more intuitive than the corr function� The number function recursively builds a bag of pairs
by assigning indexes to the data elements in the queue� The corr function does something
similar the other way around� it destructs the bag and the queue as long as the corresponding
data elements are the same� We think the recursion in the corr function over the bag and
the queue is more complex than the recursion in the number function� and that this extra
complexity contributes to the length of the proof�

We think that this example indicates that in certain cases the choice of a �bi�simulation
can in"uence the length of the proof considerable� Though we think that it is impossible to
give a cook book to construct the �bi�simulation with the shortest proof� the above mentioned
di�erences probably deserve some attention when comparing �bi�simulations�

�� Checking the proof in LP

In this section we will report on the use of the Larch Prover �LP� �GG� GH�	
 by which
the proofs of the invariants and the bisimulation have been checked� LP is a proof checker



�� Checking the proof in LP 



or as the authors put it a proof debugger� it does not use complicated heuristics to search
for a proof� It supports �rst�order logic and is based on rewriting� When LP is asked to
prove a conjecture� it typically normalizes the conjecture using the rewrite�rule versions of
the axioms and the lemmas that have already been proved� When a normal�form is reached
the proof is suspended and the user can invoke a command� We will mention a few typical
options� the user can start a proof by cases� making LP to generate a subgoal for each case�
A proof by induction is possible when a sort has a set of generators� This set of generators
must be given by the speci�er� LP will generate a subgoal for each generator� An other
possibility is to apply a rewrite rule in the reversed direction� this is allowed because the
rewrite�rules are oriented axioms� not implications� When quanti�ers are involved variables
or constants can be �xed� specialized or generalized� Furthermore LP can compute critical�
pairs and complete a set of rewrite�rules� Besides these proof�commands LP has commands
to direct the orienting of axioms into rewrite�rules� to make rewrite�rules inactive� to make
proof scripts� etc� Because a proof in LP is based on rewriting� the tool is good at it� it is
fast and rewriting modulo associativity and commutativity is supported�

Before we can prove anything we must formalize the problem �the bakery protocol and it�s
correctness�� In this case�study we used the Larch Shared Language �LSL� �GH�	
 for this
purpose� The speci�cations in LSL can be translated by the lsl tool to LP input scripts� So
from our point of view LSL is a front�end language for LP�

LSL is an algebraic speci�cation language� It supports modules� called traits� that can
include other traits� In a trait sort� and function�symbols are introduced� the signature of
the functions is declared and properties of the functions can be de�ned by axioms expressed
in �rst�order logic�

For the formalization of the I�O�automata notions we used the formalization of �LSGL��

as a starting point and adapted these for the model we use� see Appendix B for a list�
ing of the traits involved� Because no timing is involved� we do not need the Bounds and
TimedAutomaton traits of �LSGL��
� in the trait Automaton we changed some names and the
type of the e�ect function� E�ect was a predicate
effect � States�A��Actions�A��States�A� �� Bool

The e�ect predicate holds when a transition exists from the �rst argument state to the third
argument state by the second argument action� Because the bakery protocol is deterministic�
it is possible to use an e�ect function
eff� States�A��Actions�A� �� States�A�

that returns the target state given the current state and the action� This formalization is
less general� because non�determinism is not expressible� but it has the advantage that LP
computes the new state�

In Figure � the trait de�ning the full protocol Bak is depicted� see Section 	 for the
de�nition of Bak � The line numbers are added for reference only�

Note that the composition operator �k� and the �HIDE IN� operator are not formalized in
LP� We think it is hard to do so because these are higher�order notions and LP only supports
�rst�order logic��

�In contrast to the process�algebraic notion of parallel composition �k	 the I
O�automata notion of compo�
sition is very easy to compute� it can be syntacticly de�ned for speci�cations in the precondition
eect style�




�

� �� Bak � trait

� �� includes Automaton�Bak�� Bag�Pair�B�� Integer�Int�

� 	� Pair tuple of datum� D� index� Int

� 
� States�Bak� tuple of I�Sq� B�Bg� O�Sq

� �� Sq tuple of full � Bool� datum � D� count � Int

� �� Bg tuple of bag � B

� �

� �� introduces

� �� TICKET� COUNTER� Pair �� Actions�Bak�

���� max � �� Int

���� asserts

���� Actions�Bak� generated by ENTER� TICKET� COUNTER� OUT

��	� �forall s� s�� States�Bak�� d�D� i�Int� p�Pair

��
�

���� �isExternal�TICKET�p�� �� �isExternal�COUNTER�p���

����

��� max � � �

����

���� init�s� �� s�I�full � false �� s�I�count � � �� s�B�bag � �� ��

���� s�O�full � false �� s�O�count � ��

����

���� pre�s�ENTER�d�� �� �s�I�full�

��	� eff�s�ENTER�d�� �� ��true�d�s�I�count��s�B�s�O��

��
�

���� pre�s�TICKET�p�� �� p�datum � s�I�datum

���� �� p�index � s�I�count

��� �� s�I�full � true

���� �� size�s�B�bag� � max�

���� eff�s�TICKET�p�� �� ��false�s�I�datum�succ�s�I�count�����p� �U s�B�bag��s�O��

�	��

�	�� pre�s�COUNTER�p�� �� s�O�full � false

�	�� �� s�O�count � p�index

�		� �� p �in s�B�bag �

�	
� eff�s�COUNTER�p�� �� �s�I��delete�p�s�B�bag����true�p�datum�s�O�count���

�	��

�	�� pre�s�OUT�d�� �� d � s�O�datum �� s�O�full �

�	� eff�s�OUT�d�� �� �s�I�s�B��false�s�O�datum�succ�s�O�count���

Figure �� Larch version of Bak�



�� Checking the proof in LP 
�

Next we will give some elucidation to Figure ��

line �� The trait Automaton is included� Traits can have parameters� in this way the
Automaton trait can be re�used �twice�� once for the de�nition of trait Bak and once
for the trait P� Furthermore the Bag and Integer traits are included� these are taken
from the Larch Library �see �GH�	
��

line 	��� The sorts Pair and States�Bak� are tuples� A tuple is comparable to a record in
Pascal or C�

line ����� The constant max and actions TICKET� COUNTER are declared�

line ��� The generated by clause expresses that every action is a ENTER� TICKET� COUNTER
or OUT action�

line �	� The �forall construct declares the variables that are used in the axioms�

line ���end� Here the de�nitions for the functions are given� The init function to de�
note the start states and the pre and eff functions to specify the transition system
representation of the Bakery Protocol�

In Figure � the LP proof of INV � �see Lemma �� is depicted� The proof contains two
steps� ��� it is proved that it holds in the initial states� ��� it is proved that the transitions
preserve the invariant�

At line �� LP is asked to prove that INV� holds in the initial states by assuming the left�
hand side of the implication� LP implements this by introducing a new constant� say sc� and
adding init	sc
 � true to the set of facts� the new goal is the right�hand side inv�	sc
�
After normalization this seemed equal to true� so the implication holds� The diamonds ���
and the boxes ���� are generated by LP and denote that a �sub��goal is introduced or proved�
respectively�

The next prove command asks LP to prove that the transitions preserve the invariant�
First the proof method is set to normalization and the ���method� This setting causes LP
to try normalization �rst and if the conjecture is in normal form and the top�function is an
implication ���� then the left�hand side is assumed� The �rst proof�step is a case distinction
on the actions of Bak� coded in LP as a induction proof with only four base�cases and no
induction step� Everything to the right of � is treated as a comment and ignored by LP� For
the COUNTER step LP needs a little help� Lemma SIZE�

p nin b �� size�delete�p� b�� � �size�b� 	 ��

is instantiated� With this help LP �nishes the proof of inv��

When using invariants in a proof of an other lemma we use the following�
reachable	s
 �� inv�	s


This is exactly� for all reachable states inv� holds� and it follows directly from the de�nition
of reachable and the induction proof� But we did not prove this within LP but added the
following implication for every invariant instead��

�In �Gri��� this implication is proved using an other de�nition of the reachable predicate�




�

declare operator inv� � States�Bak� �� Bool

assert inv��s� � �s�I�count � size�s�B�bag� � s�O�count � �if s�O�full then � else ���

prove �inv�� �init�s�States�Bak�� �� inv��s�� by ��

�� �� subgoal

�� �� subgoal

�� conjecture

prove �inv�� �reachable�s�States�Bak�� �� inv��s� �� isStep�s�States�Bak��a�s�� �� inv��s���

set proof�method normalization� ���method

res by ind on a�Actions�Bak�

�� basis subgoal � ENTER

�� �� subgoal

�� �� subgoal

�� basis subgoal

�� basis subgoal � TICKET

�� �� subgoal

�� �� subgoal

�� basis subgoal

�� basis subgoal � COUNTER

�� �� subgoal

ins b by sc�B�bag� p by pc in SIZE

�� �� subgoal

�� basis subgoal

�� basis subgoal � OUT

�� �� subgoal

�� �� subgoal

�� basis subgoal

�� conjecture

qed

Figure �� LP proof of Lemma �

	init	s
 �� inv	s

 ��

	reachable	s
 �� inv	s
 �� isStep	s�a�s�
 �� inv	s�



�� 	reachable	s
 �� inv	s



In Figure  the LP version of the proof of Lemma � of BISIM is depicted� In this proof
the same commands as in the proof above are used� The resume by case command instructs
LP to make a case distinction on �sc�I�full ��sc�I�full� and sc�I�full�

�� Discussion

We are content with the result of our work� the essence of the proof merely consists of an
elegant bisimulation relation BISIM together with two nice invariants �Lemma � and ���
Moreover� it turned out that our reasoning could rather easily be mechanised in LP� Below
we report on our experiences with the Larch Prover and we compare our veri�cation with
the �CRL veri�cation�



�� Discussion 
�

prove

�lemmaOUT�

BISIM�s�u� �� pre�s�States�Bak�� OUT�d�� �� pre�u�States�P��OUT�d��

�� reachable�s�States�Bak��

�� s��States�Bak� � eff�s�OUT�d�� �� u��States�P� � eff�u�OUT�d��

�� BISIM�s��u��

��

set order�method either�way

res by ��

�� �� subgoal

ins s�States�Bak� by sc in Icount

res by case �sc�I�full

�� case �sc�I�full

ins

b by sc�B�bag� d by sc�O�datum�

i by sc�O�count� q by uc�queue in DnumU

��

�� case �sc�I�full

�� case ���sc�I�full�

ins

b by ��sc�I�datum�sc�I�count�� �U sc�B�bag � d by sc�O�datum�

i by sc�O�count � q by uc�queue in DnumU

��

�� case ���sc�I�full�

�� �� subgoal

�� conjecture

Figure � LP proof of Lemma �




�


�� Remarks on the usage of LP

We think that LP is relatively easy to use� after reading the ninety pages of  A Guide to
LP� The Larch Prover! �GG��
 one can start using the tool� The tool is easy because� only
�rst�order logic is supported� no tactical language is supported and the rewrite paradigm
is clean and simple� An other advantage is that the speci�cations in LSL are not only
machine readable but also human readable� the LSL speci�cations are close to the natural
mathematical notation�

The LP proof of this paper consists of about �	� commands� and it takes �� minutes to
run on a SUN SPARCstation ��� The proof is not optimized for length or execution time�
sometimes a sequence of commands is repeated with only a small change and the �rst version
could be deleted� But we did not because a proof with a few unnecessary commands is still
a proof and computers do not bother about some useless repetition�

Within the current proof management system of LP is it not possible to use a lemma
before it is proved other than adding it as an axiom� So a proof must be constructed strictly
bottom�up� To manage our proof of about �� lemmas� we wrote a small program� It is a
simple thirty line nawk� program that makes it easy to chose the order in which the lemmas
are proved� The input is a listing of all lemmas where for each lemma the sub�lemmas that the
proof uses are mentioned� Given this information the program generates the administrative
begin of a LP script to prove a lemma� That is� the axioms are loaded� the sub�lemmas are
assumed and the proof obligation is stated� With this method a small script for each lemma
is constructed instead of one big script for all lemmas� When �nished� the scripts can be
glued together to construct one script for the whole proof�

Our conclusion is that LP�s strong points are� easy to read speci�cations� easy to under�
stand rewrite paradigm� fast rewriting� well documented� The weak points are� only �rst
order and no tactical language� We think that the lack of a tactical language is a real disad�
vantage when the proof is big and a lot of  almost! repetition occurs in it� The last problem
we mention is that there is no public list of know problems�bugs� We think such list is useful
for the users because they could check this list when they observe something strange and
there is no need to further investigate it when it is already mentioned on the list�


�� Comparison with the �CRL veri�cation

Below some di�erences between the �CRL and the I�O automata veri�cation are listed which
we encountered during the case�study�

� In principle� the �hand�written� �CRL veri�cation of the Bakery Protocol �ts com�
pletely within the proof theory de�ned in �GP��
�

The proof of the Bakery Protocol given in this paper relies on meta�theory� For in�
stance� Corollary � is a �meta�result� and has not been proof�checked� Furthermore I�O
automata are treated here as a meta�linguistic notion and are not available as objects
in LP� Instead they are formalised via I�O automata generators� Furthermore� the par�
allel composition and hiding operator used in the speci�cation of the protocol �Bak�
were not formalised due to the �rst�order nature of LP� Recently� in �NS��
 parts of the

�A pattern matching� C�like programming language that comes with most UNIX versions�



A� Veri�cation model 
�

meta�theory of I�O automata are formalised in Isabelle�HOL which is a theorem prover
based on higher�order logic�

� The �CRL proof has not been proof�checked� The main reason for this is that veri��
cations of a similar complexity as the veri�cation of the Bakery Protocol have already
been proof�checked in Coq �e�g� see �KS��� GvdP�	� BBG��
� and therefore not much
new can be learned�

� The �CRL speci�cation and veri�cation of the Bakery Protocol are rather compact� In
�GK��
 there was enough space for including almost the whole hand�written proof�

I�O�automata theory is not very suited for writing down detailed hand�written proofs�
Listing here the whole hand�written proof with a similar level of detail as the �CRL
proof would cost a considerable amount of space� This is one of the reasons why most
of the proofs are omitted in this paper�

� In �CRL a more advanced version of the Bakery Protocol is veri�ed� First� the ticket
machine and the clock are counting modulo a �xed number �max�� Second� the standing
places in the bakery shop are modelled by a sequence of one�place bu�ers that are put
in parallel�

In this paper we have simpli�ed the speci�cation of the Bakery Protocol by allowing
the counters to have arbitrarily large values instead of working modulo a �xed number�
The reason for this is that the veri�cation becomes less involved without harming the
essence of the protocol� For a similar reason we model the standing places of the bakery
shop by a bounded bag instead of a parallel composition of one�place bu�ers�

� �CRL is a rather technical formalism and some e�ort is needed to get acquainted with
it�

Many people are already familiar with invariant theory �reasoning with pre�post con�
ditions�� Therefore� for the time being� we expect that the veri�cation given in this
paper can be understood by a larger audience�
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A� Verification model

Throughout the paper we use a very simple version of the I�O automata model� In particular�
we do not need to distinguish between input and output actions� Furthermore� in this paper�
we neither require fairness assumptions� So� this part of I�O automata theory is also left out�
Most of the de�nitions given in this appendix are an adapted version of the ones given in
�HSV��
�

A�� Labelled transition systems and bisimulation

Definition A labelled transition system or automaton A consists of four components�

� a ��nite or in�nite� set states�A� of states�




�

� a nonempty set start�A� � states�A� of start states�

� a pair �ext�A�� int�A�� of disjoint sets of external and internal actions� respectively� The
derived set acts�A� of actions is de�ned as the union of ext�A� and int�A��

� a set steps�A� � states�A��acts�A��states�A� of steps�

We let s� s�� u� u���� range over states� and a��� over actions� We write s a	�A s�� or just s a	� s�

if A is clear from the context� as a shorthand for �s� a� s�� � steps�A��
Let A be an automaton� An execution fragment of A is a �nite or in�nite alternating

sequence s�a�s�a�s� � � � of states and actions of A� beginning with a state� and if it is �nite
also ending with a state� such that for all i� si

ai��	� si��� An execution of A is an execution
fragment that begins with a start state� A state s of A is reachable if it is the �nal state of
some �nite execution of A�

Suppose � � s�a�s�a�s� � � � is an execution fragment of A� Then trace��� is the subsequence
of a�a� � � � consisting of the external actions of A� For s� s� states of A and � a �nite sequence
of external actions of A� we de�ne s

���As
� i� A has a �nite execution fragment with �rst

state s� last state s� and trace ��
Definition Let A and B be two automata with the same external actions� A �weak	

bisimulation between A and B is a relation R between the states of A and B that satis�es
the following four conditions�

�� If s is a start state of A� then there is a start state u in B such that �s� u� � R�

�� If u is a start state of B� then there is a start state s in A such that �s� u� � R�

	� If s a	�A s�� �s� u� � R and both s and u reachable� then there exists a state u� of B
such that u

�
��Bu

� and �s�� u�� � R� where � � trace��s� a� s����

�� If u a	�B u�� �s� u� � R and both s and u reachable� then there exists a state s� of B
such that s ���As

� and �s�� u�� � R� where � � trace��s� a� s����

Automata A and B are called bisimilar� notated as A  B� i� there exists a bisimulation
between them�

A���� Composition Intuitively� the composition of a collection of automata is their Carte�
sian product� with the added requirement that automata synchronize the performance of
shared actions� This synchronization models communication between system components� if
a is an external action of A and an external action of B� then the simultaneous performance
of a models communication from A to B� Since we do not want synchronization involving
internal actions� we require that the automata are compatible in the sense that they do not
share these actions�

Formally� we say that action signatures S�� � � � � Sn are compatible if� for all i� j � f�� � � � � ng
satisfying i �� j� int�Si �� acts�Sj � � �� We say that a number of automata are compatible if
their action signatures are compatible� The composition S �

Qn
i	� Si of a �nite collection of

compatible action signatures S�� � � � � Sn is de�ned to be the action signature with

� ext�S � �
Sn
i	� ext�Si ��



A� Veri�cation model 
	

� int�S � �
Sn
i	� int�Si ��

The composition A � kni	�Ai of a �nite collection of compatible automata A�� � � � � An is the
automaton de�ned as follows�

� sig�A� �
Qn
i	� sig�Ai��

� states�A� � states�A� �� � � � �states�An ��

� start�A� � start�A� ��� � � �start�An ��

� steps�A� is the set of triples �	s� a� 	s�� in states�A��acts�A��states�A� such that� for all
� 
 i 
 n� if a � acts�Ai � then 	s�i
 a	�Ai

	s��i
 else 	s�i
 � 	s��i
�

We will sometimes write A�k � � � kAn for kni	�Ai�

A���� Hiding If S is an action signature and I � ext�S �� then the action signature HIDE I IN S

is de�ned as the pair �ext�S � 	 I � int�S � � I �� If A is an automaton and I � ext�A�� then
HIDE I IN A is the automaton obtained from A by replacing sig�A� by HIDE I IN sig�A��
and leaving all the other components unchanged�

A���� Automata generators In the automata approach� the automata that model the basic
building blocks of a system are usually speci�ed in the so�called precondition�e�ect style� In
this section we will brie"y describe the syntax of this language�

We start from a typed signature � together with a ��algebra A which gives meaning to
the function and constant symbols in �� To describe properties� we use a �rst�order language
over signature � and a set V of �typed� variables� with equality and inequality predicates�
and the usual logical connectives� If 
 is a valuation of variables in their domains� and b is a
formula� then we write A� 
 j� b if b holds in A under valuation 
� A formula b is satis�able
if there exists a valuations 
 such that A� 
 j� b�

An automaton generator G consists of �ve components�

� a �nite action signature sig�G��

� a �nite set vars�G� of �typed� state variables�

� a satis�able formula init�G�� in which variables from vars�G� may occur free�

� for each action a � acts�G�� a transition type� i�e�� an expression of the form

a�y�� � � � � yn�
Precondition

b

E�ect

x� �� e�
���

xm �� em

where the yi are �typed� variables� b is a formula in which variables from vars�G� �
fy� � � � � � yng may occur free� vars�G� � fx� � � � � � xmg� and the ej are expressions with
the same type as xj� in which the variables vars�G� � fy� � � � � � yng may occur�



��

Each automaton generator G denotes an automaton A in the obvious way� states of A are
interpretations of the variables of vars�G� in their domains� start states of A are those states
that satisfy formula init�G�� for each �input� output or internal� action a � acts�G� with a
transition type as above� and for each choice of values v�� � � � � vn taken from the domains of
y�� � � � � yn� respectively� A contains an �input� output or internal� action a�v�� � � � � vn�� A has
a transition

s
a�v������vn�
	� s�

i� there exists a valuation 
 such that

� for all x � vars�G�� 
�x� � s�x��

� for � 
 i 
 n� 
�yi� � vi�

� A� 
 j� b� and

� for � 
 j 
 m� ej evaluates to s��xj� under 
�

The reader will observe that the translation from automata generators to automata is quite
straightforward� In fact� Lynch and Tuttle �LT�� LT�
 do not even bother to distinguish
between these two levels of description� For the formalization of automata theory in Larch
the distinction between the semantic and syntactic levels is of course important� which is
why we have discussed it here� The de�nition of automata generators has been inspired by
similar de�nitions in the work of Jonsson �see� for instance� �Jon�
�� In this paper we will�
like Lynch and Tuttle� often refer to automata when we actually mean automata generators�

B� Listing of LSL traits

Below we list the traits used in the formalization� The trait Bak has already been given in
Figure �� The data types Int� Bag and Queue are part of the library which is included
in the distribution packet of the Larch tools� Together with the data types Bool and Pair

which are part of the LSL language� they can be found in the Larch handbook �GH�	
�

B�� P
P�trait

includes Automaton�P�� Queue�D�Q�� CommonActions�P�

States�P� tuple of queue � Q

introduces

P�max� �� Int

asserts

Actions�P� generated by ENTER� OUT

�forall u� u�� States�P�� m�D

init�u� �� isEmpty�u�queue��

pre�u� ENTER�m�� �� len�u�queue� � P�max�

eff�u� ENTER�m�� �� �append�m�u�queue���

pre�u� OUT�m�� �� �isEmpty�u�queue� �� head�u�queue� � m�

eff�u� OUT�m�� �� �tail�u�queue��



B� Listing of LSL traits �


B�� Automaton
Automaton�A��trait

includes CommonActions�A�

introduces

init � States�A� �� Bool

pre � States�A�� Actions�A� �� Bool

eff � States�A�� Actions�A� �� States�A�

isStep � States�A�� Actions�A�� States�A� �� Bool

null � States�A� �� StepSeq�A�

��������� � StepSeq�A�� Actions�A�� States�A� �� StepSeq�A�

Seq � StepSeq�A�� Actions�A� �� StepSeq�A�

execFrag � StepSeq�A� �� Bool

first�last � StepSeq�A� �� States�A�

empty � �� Trace

��  �� � Trace� ExternalActions �� Trace

trace � Actions�A� �� Trace

trace � StepSeq�A� �� Trace

reachable � States�A� �� Bool

asserts �forall s� s��States�A�� a� a�� Actions�A�� ss�StepSeq�A�

�pre�s�a� �� s� � eff�s�a�� �� isStep�s�a�s���

Seq�ss�a� � ss�a�eff�last�ss��a���

execFrag�null�s���

execFrag�null�s���a�s�� �� isStep�s��a�s��

execFrag��ss�a��s����a�s�� �� execFrag�ss�a��s��� �� isStep�s��a�s��

first�null�s�� �� s�

last�null�s�� �� s�

first�ss�a�s�� �� first�ss��

last�ss�a�s�� �� s�

trace�a� �� if isExternal�a� then empty  external�a� else empty�

trace�null�s�� �� empty�

trace�ss�a�s�� ��

if isExternal�a� then trace�ss�  external�a� else trace�ss��

init�s� �� �E s� �E a �reachable�s�� �� isStep�s��a�s�� ��� reachable�s�

B�� CommonActions
CommonActions�A� � trait

includes ExternalActions

introduces

ENTER � D �� Actions�A�

OUT � D �� Actions�A�

external � Actions�A� �� ExternalActions

isExternal � Actions�A� �� Bool

asserts �forall m� D

external�ENTER�m�� �� ENTER�m��

external�OUT�m�� �� OUT�m��

isExternal�ENTER�m���

isExternal�OUT�m��

B� ExternalActions
ExternalActions� trait

introduces



�� References

ENTER � D �� ExternalActions

OUT � D �� ExternalActions

asserts

ExternalActions generated by ENTER� OUT

B�� Forward
Forward�A�B�f� � trait

assumes Automaton�A�� Automaton�B�

introduces f � States�A�� States�B� �� Bool

asserts �forall s� s� � States�A�� u � States�B�� a � Actions�A��

alpha � StepSeq�B�

init�s� �� �E u �init�u� �� f�s�u���

f�s�u� �� isStep�s�a�s�� �� reachable�s� �� reachable�u� ��

�E alpha �execFrag�alpha� �� first�alpha� � u ��

f�s�� last�alpha�� �� trace�alpha� � trace�a��

B�� BISIM
BISIM �trait

includes Bak�P

introduces

BISIM � States�Bak�� States�P� �� Bool

BISIM � States�P�� States�Bak� �� Bool

number � Q �Int �� B

asserts �forall s � States�Bak�� u � States�P�� b� B� q � Q�

d�e � D� i�Int

BISIM�s�u� �� �if s�I�full then ��s�I�datum�s�I�count�� else ��� �U s�B�bag �U

�if s�O�full then ��s�O�datum�s�O�count�� else ���

�

number�u�queue� �if s�I�full then s�I�count else s�I�count�����

BISIM�u�s� � BISIM�s�u��

number�empty�i� � ���

number�append�e�q��i� � ��e�i�� �U number�q�i���

implies

Forward�Bak�P�BISIM�� Forward�P�Bak�BISIM�
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